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Welcome

We'll be getting started promptly 
at the top of the hour.

In the meantime, feel free to share 
where you’re joining from in the 
chat panel!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Early Bird ScriptHello everyone, my name is [insert your name], [insert your title] for Candid based in [insert your location]. I will be your facilitator for today's webinar, [INSERT TITLE of webinar]. We will be getting started promptly at the start of the hour. Until then, we want to know where you’re joining us from and what brings you to this webinar session. �I also encourage you to download the handouts associated with the course, so you can follow along and take notes. We will be monitoring the chat throughout the session, so feel free to submit your text questions at any time. Your lines are muted, so simply type your questions into the questions/chat pane of the [pick one: GoToWebinar/Zoom] control panel. Before the training begins, you'll also see a series of slides sharing more about Candid's resources. I'll be posting links to learn more about each in the chat.�
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Transition to the course itself
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Presenters

Lori Guidry
Network Engagement Manager
she/her/hers

Dave Holmes
Network Engagement Manager
he/him/his

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Introduce yourself. Others from Candid in the room can introduce themselves. 



Every year, millions of nonprofits 
spend trillions of dollars around the 
world. Candid finds out where that 
money comes from, where it goes, 
and why it matters. Through 
research, collaboration, and training, 
Candid gets you the information you 
need to do good.



Thank you!

Thanks to Border Philanthropy Partnership!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank the funders/folks who made the training possible
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Yes, we are recording today’s
 presentation.

You will receive a link to the recording 
via email.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Yes, we are recording today’s presentation, so don’t feel like you have to take copious notes. You will receive a link to the recording via email in the next 48 hours. The link will also include any resources that we discuss during this training.
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Upon completion of this training,
you'll be able to:

— List the basic elements of a proposal
— Draft a standard project proposal
— Identify next steps for submitting 

a grant proposal
— Follow up with funders after 

submitting a proposal

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To begin our discussion, we will start by looking at  the proposal writing process as a whole.It’s important to know that proposal writing is part of a process that includes planning, research, writing and follow up. Building relationships with donors and potential donors is also a very important aspect of all types of fundraising.  We cover things like how to make the initial approach in Introduction to Finding Grants and how to build relationships with corporations in Introduction to Corporate Giving.The thing to remember here is that you can devote a lot of time—and possibly money as well—to produce a well written proposal, but if you’ve skipped one of the other steps, your proposal probably won’t be as successful as it could be. By the end of today’s training, you should be able to:[Click through each element on the slide one by one]- List the basic elements of a proposal- Draft a standard project proposal- Identify next steps for submitting a grant proposal- Follow up with funders after submitting a proposal
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AND…

— Describe the basic elements of a project budget
— Estimate a project's expenses and income
— Follow up after the project is funded

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We’ve designed this training to introduce the key elements of a project budget, and equip you with some practical skills, so that by the end of today’s training, you should be able to:[Click to show each bullet point]Describe the basic elements of a project budgetEstimate a project’s expenses and incomeFollow up after a project is funded



Grounding exercise

What’s your favorite 
experience with writing?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
With everything going on in the world today, what gives you hope?
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The writing process
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Proposal writing process steps

Planning

What do you 
need the 

money for?

Research

Who will you 
approach?

Writing

How to put it 
all together?

Follow up

What to do once 
the decision has 

been made?

               Tip: Always follow the funders’ guidelines

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Note to facilitator: the items on this slide are animated, to appear upon click.[Click to reveal “What do you need the money for?” line item under “Planning”]Planning is an important first step in the proposal writing process. Grantseeking is very competitive and you need to be very prepared when approaching funders.  In getting started, you need to make sure you give yourself enough time to go through each step of this process so that you can end up with a competitive proposal.  Once you submit the proposal to the foundation, they will have their own process for reviewing the many requests they receive. [DISCUSSION POINT: To make the class more interactive, ask the audience how long do you think the process could realistically take from start to finish. Answer: It can easily take six to nine months from the date your proposal is submitted to the date you receive a check. To be absolutely sure you have enough time give yourself a year.] Next, you’ll need to decide what kind of support you need—funding for general operations, funding for a specific project or program, or something else such as equipment or a building renovation.  It is often easier to secure funding for a specific project or program than for general operations. [DISSCUSSION POINT: To make the class more interactive ask the audience why they think that is? All answers should be accepted and appreciated. Allow attendees to talk and share ideas openly. The main answer you are looking for is that it’s easier for funders to measure direct impacts and outcomes if it is tied to a specific project.  It’s hard to measure how salaries and rent benefit the community and not just the organization itself.]With that in mind, today we are going to focus on preparing a project proposal, though the process is often similar for a proposal for general operating support.  For General Operating support, instead of focusing on a specific program or project, you will apply these elements to your organization as a whole.[Click to reveal the “Who will you approach?” line under the “Researching” line item]Before you start writing, you need to know as much about the funder as possible. Thorough research helps you to know who you’re approaching and why. When we ask funders what the number one reason is why a proposal isn’t funded they often say it’s because it wasn’t the right fit for what they were looking for.  That’s why finding the right match between what you plan to do and the funder’s interests is critical to the success of your proposals. Many proposals focus on what’s in it for them (the organization)--few pay enough attention, if any, to what’s in it for the funder.  A grant proposal should be viewed as a win/win proposition [DISCUSSION POINT: To make the class more interactive, ask the audience what they think that means. Answer: It’s a mutually beneficial relationship where each party gets something out of it. This win/win proposition begins with identifying what the funder cares about and is most interested in funding.]  Our database, Foundation Directory Online, will help you identify funders who give to your field of interests, geographic focus and type of support you are looking for.  To learn more about Foundation Directory Online and how to use it to find grants, please take our Introduction to Finding Grants class.Last but not least, remember the why is as important as the who meaning once you have identified a list of potential prospects you need to tell them why they should care about your particular project or program based on their specific interests. How will it help them to achieve their goals as well as your own? [Click to reveal the “How to put it all together?” phrase under “Writing”]Next, I’ll speak to writing the proposal and…[Click to reveal the “What to do….” phrase under “Follow-Up”]How to follow up with a funder. [Click to reveal the Tip]And if you remember nothing else, keep this tip in mind: Always follow the funders’ guidelines. This can cover everything from word count limitations to requested attachments. 
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Formatting

— Many grantmakers use 
online formats

— Some funders will not 
have a specific format

— Next, put together a 
boiler plate proposal

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Many funders are moving to online formats or they might have their own application form. In many geographic regions, the Regional Associations of Grantmakers (which are membership organizations for foundations in a specific region) have created a common grant application form that will enable you to submit the same application to multiple funders. (SHOW WHERE YOU CAN FIND THEM ON OUR WEBSITE) [If this is not applicable to your region, feel free to omit]No matter what format the funder requires, the types of questions they ask are very similar. It’s important to also note that some funders will not have a specific format at all, but will just ask you to provide the answers to a series of questions. If they don’t have a specific format, the structure we’ll cover in this course is a good one to use.Either way, I would recommend putting together a boiler plate proposal using the format we are about to go over for every project or program for which your organization needs funding. It is a good way to think through all of the questions a funder might ask regardless of what format you will eventually put the information in.  In addition, it is very hard to write and edit your proposal in the limited space and character restrictions most online applications provide, so it is very helpful to have a basic template from which to cut and paste descriptions and information from for online applications.  Also, with many online applications there often isn’t a way to save your work while you are preparing it or you may somehow loose the information, so having this boiler plate will be a good back up plan.  But even with this template, you want to remember that a proposal is like a resume when you are looking for a job, you still want to tailor it to meet the job description or in this case the funder’s guidelines and interests, but this will give you a good head start. 
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Typical proposal elements
–Executive Summary
–Narrative
– Statement of Need
– Project Description
– Organization Information
– Conclusion
–Budget
–Supporting Materials

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These are the basic elements of a standard proposal.  Briefly go down the list (you don’t have to get into much detail here) The executive summary The narrative which is the largest section of your proposal describes:the statement of need the proposed projectyour organizational history background andfinally the conclusionYou will also need to include a budget along with other supporting materials. For more information on how to prepare a project budget, I would strongly recommend taking our Introduction to Project Budgets course, as the budget is a very important part of your proposal.  We will cover what to include as supporting materials once we describe the basic elements. This course is available live (in-person and online), as well as in video format on our Candid Learning site. 
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What funders really 
want to know

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In order to write an effective proposal you must be able to make a compelling case for support. A grant is an investment and with any investment the funder is looking for a high rate of return with a low risk. [DISCUSSION POINT: To make this class more interactive, ask the audience what they think this means. Answer: A grant is an investment in your organization, the issue your are trying to solve, your constituents, your community, your impact. A low risk means that you are capable of carrying out this project in the most effective and efficient way.]  With that in mind, here are the questions most, if not all funders, will want to know the answers to: What specific need are you addressing?What are you trying to achieve?What is your strategy for making this happen?How will you know if you are successful?Why are you the best organization to do this work?How will this project sustain itself in the long run? We will look at each of these questions individually.
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What specific need are you 
addressing?

            
                 
            
                 Tip: Make sure it fits the size 
                          and scale of your solution

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This tells the reader what problem you are trying to solve and why they should care. [Note to facilitator: this is an opportunity to weave in some local examples, and to engage in a short conversation regarding the needs being addressed by the work participants are doing in their communities]It’s not enough simply to state the problem, you will also need to back it up with supporting facts and statistics. Make sure your facts and statistics are relevant to the specific population and community you are serving and fits the size and scope of your solution. No matter how serious the problem is, don’t paint such a grim picture that the situation appears hopeless no matter how much money a funder might give you.A tip: Be prepared to explain how your solution is addressing the size and scale of the need that you are addressing. 
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Take an Asset-Framing approach

- Highlight aspirations and 
contributions, not problems 
and deficits

- Example:
- Before: “At-risk youth”
- After: “Youth pursuing 

higher education”

Learn more at skillman.org/blog/the-power-of-asset-framing/
Asset Framing Guidelines

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Defining people by their challenges can be stigmatizing. When exposed to statements highlighting a group’s deficits, such as the term “At risk youth” your brain can begin to match negative qualities to certain people or groups. Asset-Framing is an alternate approach that defines people by their assets and aspirations before noting their challenges. For example, instead of focusing on “at risk youth,” a term that highlights what a group of people is lacking or threatened by, an asset-framing approach would refer to that group’s goals, such as “youth pursuing higher education.” This Asset-Framing approach was developed by Trabian Shorters, in his work as the founder & CEO of BMe Community. Let’s watch a short video in which you can hear directly from him, to hear what Asset Framing is and why it matters: [play video embedded on the page: https://youtu.be/O04CuqStRvMNow that you’ve learned about Asset Framing, how might you reframe your Needs Statement to emphasize assets? [Discuss briefly]Drop in chat: To learn more about Asset-Framing and why it matters, check out https://www.skillman.org/blog/the-power-of-asset-framing/

https://www.skillman.org/blog/the-power-of-asset-framing/
https://www.skillman.org/blog/the-power-of-asset-framing/
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What are you trying to achieve?

                             

             Tip: Your outcomes must be measurable 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The project description will be the longest and most detailed section of your proposal.  This is the section in which you will describe exactly how you plan to address the issue you raised in the needs section with measurable outcomes.This section will usually begin with a statement of project goals and objectives. People and even funders use these terms differently, but for our purposes today, we’ll say that goals are broad, general statements of what you plan to accomplish.  Objectives flow from the goals and they are specific and measurable within a realistic timeframe.  Some people use the SMART acronym to describe objectives which means your objectives should be Specific, Measurable, Achievable and Realistic within a defined Time frame.You should also discuss whether this issue is currently being addressed.  If so, how will your solution be different?
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What are your strategies for 
making it happen?

               

               Tip: Think of your proposal as an organizing plan

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Your project description should also detail the particular methods you will use to implement your project. In other words, what are your specific strategies for accomplishing you goals and objectives?This section details your plan of action which should clearly explain the who what, where, when and how of your strategy: how will your plan be implemented including who will do the work, what is going to happen, where will it happen and when will it happen.  In addition to a well thought out description, you should also include a timetable or step by step plan showing exactly how the plan will be executed and completed.   Be sure to also emphasize any collaborations or partnerships you may have with other organizations or community groups.  Foundations like to see organizations working together in collective and innovative ways rather than duplicating their efforts.Along those same lines, if you believe that your project is replicable and can be a model for others, include that information as well.  It will help demonstrate that funding your organization or project will have a more long lasting and far reaching impact.
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How do you know if 
you’re successful?

— Specify program objectives in 
measurable terms

— Identify key indicators of success
— Outline data collection and 

analysis activities
— Develop a timeline to monitor 

the success of the program

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
How you will evaluate your project is also a very important question that funders will ask.  Your evaluation process will show them, but also you, if you have achieved your goals and objectives.  It will also help you measure your success and overall impact and prove that what you are doing is making a difference. There are many kinds of evaluation techniques which will depend on many different factors, but here are some things to keep in mind:First, as mentioned earlier under goals and objectives, you must start by specifying your program objectives in measurable terms.  Once you’ve done that you can then identify key indicators of success based on your goals and objectives.  Some things are easier to measure than others like how many people a food bank serves versus how you measure the success of a mentoring program for teenage girls.  You should be sure to use both quantitative and qualitative measures.For example, if our goal is to raise the self esteem of teenage girls, how would we go about measuring your success or impact? [DISSCUSSION POINT: To make the class more interactive, ask the class to talk about how you would measure this goal.  Some of the answers would be--Quantitative: decrease in detentions, absences, fights, visits to the office, tardiness, higher grades and test scores (all of which can be counted and measured numerically) Qualitative (based more on subjective measures, stories and anecdotes}: quotes from teachers, parents, their own journals or peer discussion groups, more involvement in student activities, better appearance, less risky behavior, more positive outlook on life, future goals and plans] You get the idea, so feel free to use your own example.Once you’ve defined what you will measure, you can come up with methods on how you will collect the data and analyze your activities.  You should also develop a timeline for monitoring the success of the program on an ongoing basis not just at the end of the project so you can be sure your on the right track. Also feel free to gather and show a few online resources including TRASI for evaluation tools and guides.
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Why are you the best organization
to do this work?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
At some point in your proposal, you will need to give the reader information about your organization as a whole. You can do that at the beginning or end of your proposal. This is where you talk about your mission and organizational history along with your other programs and services, your accomplishments, your reputation, your visibility in the community and your track record of success.  Bear in mind that most foundations will be looking for a track record of significant accomplishment.  If your organization is new and you don’t yet have much of a track record, you may have some difficulty in securing foundation support.  If that’s the case, you might want to shift your fundraising strategy, and spend your first year or two gathering support from individuals in your community who are in a position to know your personal reputation and see the good work you are doing. 
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How will the project sustain itself in 
the long run?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Foundations tend to think in the long term.  Before funding your project, they may be concerned about how you will sustain it after the grant period ends. No foundation is going to fund you forever, and your nonprofit cannot exist on grant support alone. You need to think through how your organization will support itself in the long run.  What is your business plan?  How will you support your work if grant funding is not readily available? Overall, you should be sure to look for diverse streams of funding. For more information on this topic we recommend taking Introduction to Fundraising Planning. 
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Conclusion
Tailor it to speak to this particular funder’s 
guidelines and interests

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s return to the proposal itself….The last, but not least, part is the conclusion. You should end with a compelling conclusion which speaks to why this funder should fund this project. It doesn’t have to be long. A paragraph or two will do. Your goal here is to answer what I call the “so what” question.  If this project is funded, how will life be better and for whom and why should this funder care? How will this be a mutually beneficial partnership?  
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Executive summary
How do I reduce everything to one page?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The executive summary is one of the most important parts of the proposal because the reader will often read it first to determine if they want to read the rest of the proposal. If it doesn’t catch the readers attention right away, he or she may not continue reading. It also helps to have an executive summary on hand when making the initial approach so it’s good to have a one page summary whether the funder ask for one or not. Most people who write proposals find that it’s easier to write the full proposal first, and then extract the key information to put into the one-page summary.  Your Executive Summary will include: Your statement of needThe name of the project you are requesting money forA brief description of you project including the goals and objectivesInformation about your organization as a wholeAnd how much money you are asking for
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BREAK

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Transition to the course itself
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What funders want to see in project budgets

• Your estimate of the true cost 
of the project

• Your anticipated income to 
meet those costs
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Components of a project budget I

Income
• Grant/Contributions

• Earned income
• Fees for services
• Sale of goods

Expenses
• Direct costs

• Personnel
• Non-personnel

• Indirect costs (overhead)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at the components of a typical project budget. Each grantmaker is different and many have their own budget format. However, most grantmakers will want to see a one-page summary of your financial projections, breaking down your project’s income and expenses - including both direct and indirect costs. Income: This is your support and revenue. These costs are made up of:  Grants and Contributions – includes all grants from independent foundations, corporate and government grants, donations from individuals, and any other contributionsEarned Income – includes income generated by charging fees for services or selling items or goods such as ticket sales or t-shirts for example.Expenses: This is how much your project costs. Direct costs are directly related to your specific project—meaning these expenses are used for or allocated to this project only. That’s why they are called direct costs. These expenses include both personnel and non-personnel costs. Personnel – includes all staff directly involved in the projectNon-personnel – includes all other expenses directly related to the projectUnder expenses we also have indirect costs – this is your overhead, and we’ll be talking about that in more detail. Now that you know the basic components, let’s talk a little about the process one would go through to develop a project budget.  
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If you know your project, you can plan 
your budget

• Your budget should be a mirror reflection of 
your proposal

• Everything that is in your proposal should 
be represented in your budget

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Point of Discussion/Question: Who is the best person to draft the project budget? Answer: the person who knows the project best. It’s often a team effort including the development/fundraising and program staff.  Two important things to keep in mind:[Click to reveal text] Your budget should be a mirror reflection of your proposalEverything that is in your proposal should be represented in your budget For example, who are all the people working on this project? What supplies, materials, or equipment will you need?  
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Expenses

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s now get into further detail by turning to the expenses side of the budget…
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How will I know how much my project 
costs?

• Research three estimates

• Collect and document each quote

• Choose the estimate that is most reasonable 
and appropriate for your project

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, how will you know how much your project costs?If this is a project that you have already implemented, you will have a good idea of how much it costs. But remember costs go up, so be sure to account for inflation.  If this is a brand new project, no worries, there’s a standard formula to estimate projected costs. We suggest you….[Click to reveal text] Research three (3) estimates – by either researching costs on the internet or contacting companies that manufacture the products or provide the services you are looking for.Collect and document each quote – so that you will have a record of your cost estimates.Choose the estimate that is the most reasonable and appropriate for your project—it doesn’t necessarily have to be the lowest one, but the one that makes the most sense.  Ultimately your estimated costs should be reasonable, complete, and realistic. 
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Estimating personnel costs

Personnel costs
Executive director $ --

Program director $ --

Program assistant $ --

Tutors $ --

Sub-total $ --

Fringe benefit rate $ --

Personnel total $ --

Who are all the 
individuals 
working on the 
project? 

How much time 
will they dedicate 
to the project?

What are 
the amounts 
for salary 
and wages?

How much do we 
add for benefits?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s start with how to estimate personnel costs. Personnel costs will most likely be the largest component of your budget - because it takes the right people to manage and implement a project successfully.  [Click to reveal text box] First, list all of the employees who will spend time on the project. [Click to remove box][Click to reveal text box] Then, estimate what percentage of their time they will dedicate to the project. If it’s the executive director, for example, they may only spend 10% of their time on the project, while the  program director might spend 100% of their time on the project. [Click to remove box][Click to reveal text box] Next, you will need the amount of their annual salaries or hourly wages.Calculate and allocate the portion of their salary this project will cover.  For example, if the Executive Director spends 10% of her time on this project and she makes $60,000 a year, the amount you would put in your budget for this line item would be $6,000.  [Click to remove box] [Click to reveal text box]In addition to salaries, you should also include the costs of benefits.  For example, if you offer health benefits or disability benefits you can include a percentage of the employers contribution for providing those benefits.   If your organization offers benefits, typically your accountant or finance person will know what your fringe benefit rate is and you can add that amount to your budget. Examples of the benefits that would be included to calculate the fringe benefit include: Disability insuranceEmployer portion of Medicare and social security taxHealth insuranceLife insurancePension plan contributionsUnemployment insuranceWorkers' compensation insurance[If a class participant asks specific questions about calculating their fringe benefit rate you can find lots of info by Googling “calculate fringe benefit rate”] [Click to remove box] Add it all up and you have your personnel total.
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Estimating non-personnel costs

Non-personnel costs
Consultants $ --

Supplies/Materials $ --

Printing $ --

Postage $ --

Travel $ --

Food/Beverage $ --

Program equipment $ --

Program space/Rent $ --

Program evaluation $ --

Non-personnel total $ --

Who are the 
other people 
working on this 
project?

What would this 
include?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now let’s do the same for Non-Personnel Expenses - otherwise known as everything else. Every project is different so every budget will be different. Here we have a sample of non-personnel costs.  Your list will be unique to your project, but this is a good list to start with.[Click to reveal text box] Often a budget will include costs for consultants or independent contractors. You should include these after your regular salary costs but be sure not to apply the benefit rate - since consultants typically do not receive benefits.  [Click to remove box] If your project includes volunteers, hold on to that thought, we’ll be getting to that in just a minute. Think of every possible expense you might have with an estimated dollar value.  Include as many of the potential costs and incidental costs as you can think of.  For example, if you have a line item for travel.  [Click to reveal text box] Point of Discussion/Question: What might that include? Answer: Gas, mileage, airplane ticket, hotel, food, etc. Add it all up, and now you have your Non-Personnel Total.
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Components of a project budget

Expenses
• Direct costs

• Personnel
• Non-personnel

• Indirect costs (overhead)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When you add the Personnel Total and the Non-Personnel Total, you have the total sum of your Direct Costs.  Great job! You’re almost done with the Expenses side of the budget.  But don’t forget to add a line for… [Click to show “Indirect costs (overhead)”] Indirect Costs
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Indirect costs

Indirect costs are also known as:

• Administrative costs

• Overhead costs

• Supportive services

• Operating costs

… Hidden costs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Point of Discussion/Question: What do we mean when we say Indirect Costs? What are indirect Costs?  Answer: The cost of doing business. Costs not directly attributable to the project, but are necessary to sustain the project. Rent /UtilitiesTelephone / InternetOffice SuppliesMarketing/CommunicationsAdministrative StaffFundraising These costs are often called different things by different people.  Indirect costs are also known as:[Click to reveal text] Administrative, overhead, supportive services, operating costs…They all mean the same thing and are generally considered hidden costs. Question/Point of Discussion: Why do you think that is? Why are they called “hidden costs?”[answer is on next slide]
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Visible costs
[Direct costs]

Project 
costs

Hidden costs
[Indirect costs]

• Rent/Utilities
• Telephone/Internet
• Office Supplies
• Marketing/Communications
• Administrative Staff
• Fundraising

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Answer:  Everyone, including grantmakers, can visualize the project and its anticipated impact…[Click to reveal text box]…but the hidden costs are what keeps the organization running.[Click to reveal text box]Some grantmakers will not fund indirect costs at all.   Point of Discussion/Question: Why do you think that is? Answer:  Because it hard to see the direct impact.  Some grantmakers that do fund indirect costs may put specific limits on how much they will fund and may only allow a specific percentage of overhead costs.   No matter what, you should always follow the grantmaker’s guidelines.   
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Indirect cost rate = Total indirect costs/Total direct costs
$100,000/$500,000 = 20%

Direct program costs 
• Youth leadership program.……………………….…………..…$200,000 
• College prep program……………………………………….$300,000

Total direct costs………………………….…….$500,000

Indirect program costs

Total indirect costs………………………...........$100,000

Calculating your indirect cost rate

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, how do you calculate your organization’s indirect cost rate? First, refer to your organization’s annual budget and calculate:[Click to reveal text]The total sum of direct costs for all programs: For example, if your organization has a Youth Leadership Program with direct costs of $200,000 and a College Prep Program with direct costs of $300,000, your total direct costs would be $500,000. Next, calculate the total sum of all your organization’s indirect costs. In this case, that total is $100,000. Next, divide the total indirect costs by your total direct costs…[Click to reveal text]  …and you have your organization’s indirect cost rate. For our example here, the indirect cost rate is 20%.  Now you can add that percentage to your total direct costs for your grand total!
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Income

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now that we’ve looked at the Expenses side of the budget, it’s time to switch gears and consider the other half of the budget: Income
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Components of a project budget II 

Income
• Grant/Contributions

• Earned income
• Fees for services
• Sale of goods

Expenses
• Direct costs

• Personnel
• Non-personnel

• Indirect costs (overhead)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, let’s look back at our components of a project budget.  Now you have the grand total for your project expenses, so let’s move to the income side. [Click to hide expenses side]Remember income makes up both your support and revenue. As we discussed earlier, support is any contribution for your project. Revenue is earned income. 
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Showing your income
Grants/Contributions

Government $ --

Foundations $ --

Corporations $ --

Individuals $ --

Federated giving programs $ --

Earned Income

Events $ --

Publications and products $ --

Fees $ --

Membership/Dues $ --

In-kind support $ --

Total income $ --

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Just as you laid out the expenses for your project, you will also need to show your income as well. Each project is different, but here is an example of how you could show your income. You may not be receiving all of these types of income, that’s ok, you will only need to list what applies to your specific project or organization. Grants and ContributionsHere you’ll want to include any contribution you have received from local, state, or federal governments, independent foundations or corporate grants. These should be only confirmed grants, not pending requests. As a separate part of your budget, some grantmakers may ask for pending requests. Typically that is outlined or listed as a separate attachment to your budget. If you’ve received support from individual donors, that would also be included under contributions. But it is not necessary to list each individual, just the total amount received. You’ll also want to include any support you may have received from a federated giving program – such as the United Way or Combined Federal Campaign. Earned IncomeEarned income includes fees for services or the sales of goods. These could be tickets to an event, the sale of publications or products, or fees for direct services such as student registration fees or tuition, museum entrance fees, or fees charged for tours. For example, here at Candid our earned income comes from the sale of our fees paid for classes and webinars, and subscriptions to our databases. Memberships/DuesSome nonprofits charge membership fees or dues – if this is applicable for your organization, you’ll want to include those in your income as well. In-Kind SupportPoint of Discussion/Question: What are in-kind contributions? Answer: Gifts that are not monetary in nature.  A lot of times when we think about in-kind contributions, we think about goods, products or equipment, but in-kind contributions can also be pro-bono services, volunteers, or space. 
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Adding in-kind contributions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So if you receive in-kind support – say a donated space for your program – it should be shown as both an expense and as income. Point of Discussion/Question: Why would you include it as both an expense and as income? Answer: Even though you are receiving the space for free it is still an expense of the program and needs to be reflected as such. They should balance each other out. If you don’t include in-kind contributions as both an expense and as income, then your budget will not reflect the true value of your project.   If your project includes volunteers, you can visit Independent Sector’s website [www.independentsector.org/volunteer_time] to see the current national dollar value rate for volunteer time. Here, you’ll also find a map which will break down the dollar value for each state. For example, the current national value of volunteer time is $28.54 per hour (as of the Independent Sector report released in April 2021). So if you have a volunteer that will spend 10 hours on your project, you can put that person in your budget under income and expense for $285.40.[Show Independent Sector’s website if you have time]
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Wrapping up

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We’ve now covered the two halves of the budget: income and expenses, so we’re almost done with the course. Before we go, we have just a few more tips for you…
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Other financial information

• Audited financial statements
• Organization-wide budgets for recent years
• List of supporters / Other funding sources

Create and maintain 
a “document drawer”

• Annual report
• Budget narrative
• IRS Form 990

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In addition to your project budget, there are other financial documents grantmakers may ask you for.  Each grantmaker is different, but we often see funders asking for:  [Click to reveal text] Your most recent audited financial statementsOrganization-wide budgets for recent yearsA list of supporters and other funding sourcesYour annual reportA Budget Narrative - A brief description that may accompany a budget; can be used to clarify specific line items, explain how the costs were estimated, and/or justify the need for the costs. Your 990 form  Remember to include everything the grantmaker asks for and very little of anything else. If you don’t have something they require, be sure to give them a call to see if you can substitute something else in its place. Don’t just leave it out.  For example, if you don’t have a financial audit (which can be very expensive) some grantmakers will accept a financial review instead (which often costs a lot less).  To make this process a little easier, when you are pressed for time as we all are, we suggest you keep all these possible attachments in one place so they are easily accessible. This is sometimes called a “document drawer.” [Click to reveal text box] A document drawer isn’t so much a drawer, as it is an electronic folder where you keep these documents. The point is that they are saved in one place and ready to attach or print when it’s time to submit your proposal. I suggest having them all saved as PDF’s, but you may also want to keep hard copies of these documents as well and make sure you always have the most up-to-date versions on hand.
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Supporting materials
— Follow the funder’s guidelines
— Include everything they ask for

(and very little of anything else)
— For online applications, it’s ok to add links 

where possible

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Along with your proposal, you’ll need to send a number of documents as requested by the funder.  One is a copy of your IRS letter of determination to prove that you are a legal nonprofit. So, first and foremost, you must have your 501(c)(3). Foundations are required by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) to give to charitable organizations for charitable purposes and they have to report that information to the IRS, so they can’t give money to your organization without it. If you do not yet have your 501(C)(3), you can explore how to go about doing that on Learning.Candid.org (Under Resources show the Noprofit Startup Resources section [You can either point that out now or at the end])The funder will also want you to send other financial documents along with your proposal budget, such as your organization’s most recent audited financial statements, your 990 and perhaps your general operating budget for the past few years. Things like audits can be expensive so if you don’t have something a funder requests, don’t just leave it out, call and ask if they will accept something else instead.The funder will also usually request a list of your Board of Directors.  Be sure to provide names along with professional affiliations.  It’s also a good idea to supply brief biographical information of your key staff members to point out, once again, that the people carrying out your project have sufficient knowledge and experience to ensure its success.The main thing here is to include everything the funder asks for and very little of anything else.  They typically do not want additional materials such as books, videos, DVD’s or newspaper clippings.  If you have these, you can just refer to them in your proposal and say you will make them available upon request.For online applications, it’s ok to add links to additional information where possible. Overall, you want to make sure that your proposal is legible and easy to read with NO TYPOS. Make sure you don’t use any fancy fonts or binders.  They will typically ask that you not use staples, since they often have to disassemble proposals to make copies for distribution to the review committee.  They will sometimes ask you to send x number of copies with the original.  Always, always, always follow each funder’s guidelines to the “T.” The first indicator of your credibility is whether or not you can follow directions. 
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How to follow up

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once you’ve submitted your proposal and done all you can do, you just have to sit back and let them make the decision.  This is probably the hardest part of the process and the answer will either by “yes” or “no” In either case, this is where the REAL work begins.
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Follow up: If the answer is yes
— Keep the funder informed
— Be responsive
— Do what you said you were going to do

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Note to facilitator: the items on this slide are animated, to appear upon click.Hooray!! The answer is yes!  If you’ve done everything right and had a little luck as well, you’ll receive notification that your project has been approved for funding. You’ll often receive a grant agreement letter from the funder before you receive the actual check.  You will need to review, sign and send it back to the funder before they send the check.  [Click to reveal “Keep the funder informed” and “Be responsive” items]This is a good time to include a nice thank you letter. The thank-you letter gives you an opportunity to not only express appreciation for the grant, but to tell the funder once again how the grant is going to make a difference to the people you serve.  [Click to reveal “Do what you said…” item]Receiving a grant isn’t the end of the process.  In fact, it’s the beginning of the relationship.  Your funder is your partner now, and during the course of the grant period you will want to keep your program officer informed about how the project is going.  That means sending all required reports, and sending them on time.  In addition, if your project has made a significant accomplishment, or if you’ve achieved some kind of milestone, by all means send a note or make a phone call to let them know. Also, if you are having a reception or event, don’t forget to add your program officer to the invitation list. They might not be able to come but it’s a good practice to invite them.This type of communication, is a good way to build relationship with funders as well as paving the way for the renewal request.  
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Follow up: If the answer is no
— It’s not personal
— Find out why
— Ask about future funding
— Move on; seek other prospects

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Note to facilitator: the items on this slide are animated, to appear upon click.[Click to reveal the “It’s not personal” item]The odds are that 1 out 3 funders will say “yes” (If you’re lucky) the other 2 will say “no” but a “no” rarely ever means never so don’t take it personally and don’t give up too quickly.  [Click to reveal “Find out why” item]Find out why if you can but do it graciously.  Some funders will not have a specific reason for why you didn’t get the grant.  It’s usually because there’s just not enough funding to go around so it’s perfectly acceptable to ask whether you can try again in the future.  [Click to reveal “Ask about future funding” item]If the answer is positive, keep the foundation staff informed of your good work and the progress you are making. This shows the funder that you are committed to your work and mission and are determined to do the work with our without their grant, but keep your communications strategic and effective.  Don’t just put them on your mailing list.  However, it’s also possible that they will tell you that for one reason or another—perhaps they’re going to change their giving priorities—applying again wouldn’t be worth your time.[Click to reveal “Move on…” item]�Either way, it will be time to devise a new strategy or move on. 
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• Reporting requirements include reporting on 
the actual costs vs. projected costs

• Variances often require approval

Budget considerations after the grant is 
approved

• Your budget is something to be considered 
throughout the grant period

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s assume for a second that your project was funded. Congratulations your proposal was accepted! But you’re not done with your budget yet.  [Click to reveal text]Your budget is something to be considered throughout the grant period. The budget becomes an essential project management tool as you implement your project. You will observe and monitor how the grant is being spent. Remember that you’re going to have to report back to the grantmaker during and/or after the grant period has ended, and they are going to want to know your actual costs vs. your projected costs. Most likely, they will ask you to include a comparison between what you submitted with your initial proposal and what you actually spent. Many times funders require that you explain any significant variances and often require approval. 
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Key takeaways

— Start with an outline
— Keep the language clear and concise
— Focus on the funders’ interests
— Follow the funders’ guidelines
— Revise and edit before submitting

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Note to facilitator: the bulleted items on this slide are animated, to appear upon click.Remember to:Start with an outline – that will help you better organize your thoughts and pinpoint the key things you want to say.Keep the language clear and concise – avoid jargon or acronyms that the average reader wouldn’t understand but also tell a compelling story.  Make it persuasive.Focus on the funders’ interests – not just your own.  Do your research.  Know who you’re approaching and why.Follow the funders’ guidelines – Always!And be sure to revise and edit before submittingOpen Candid Learning quickly and show where they can find Sample Documents and the Nonprofit Startup Resources (if you haven’t done so already)
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More Key takeaways

• Know your project thoroughly

• Estimate all the direct costs

• Include a percentage for indirect costs

• Estimate all possible income

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Before revealing the takeaways, ask participants for some key things they learned. So, the key points to remember: [Click to reveal each takeaway in turn] Know your project thoroughly Estimate all direct costs – be realistic about how much it will actually cost to implement your projectInclude a percentage for indirect costsEstimate all possible income, including in-kind contributions and earned income – be conservative about these projections and do not include pending requests, only those that you are sure ofYou can see sample budgets on our website Candid.org.  [Show Candid.org]
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Questions?



Thank you
david.holmes@candid.org

lori.guidry@candid.org 

Stay connected and never miss a virtual 
training by subscribing to our Candid 
Learning newsletter 
bit.ly/CandidLearningNewsletter

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As you close out the training, encourage participants to keep in touch on social media. We’d love to hear what they learned and/or enjoyed today! And encourage them to sign up for our newsletter, as a great way to stay in the loop regarding our future news and offerings. 

mailto:david.holmes@candid.org
mailto:lori.guidry@candid.org
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